Spherical functions on the Grassmann manifold and generalized Jacobi polynomials — part 1  by Davis, A.W.
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where ‘! ‘,, [Xi carries the irreducible representation (2~) of GL(i% W) and PA.,,, 
denotes the set of ordered partitions of the nowegative integer k into not more 
than IN parts. Each I ‘#I contains a one-dimensional subspace generated by a 
zonal polynomial C,(X) which is invariant under the subgroup O(nt), 
and has the property 
where (d/f) denotes the invariant measure on O(w), normalized to have unit 
integral over the group. Constantine [6] i::troJuced a useful normalization for 
the C, by the requirement 
A basis for thtl C,,(X). h’ E P h ,,,, is procided by the set of products 
Zmd polynomials have been studied from the standpoint of their origins in 
the rcprcstintation theory ot‘ Cd..(r~~ R) by Wua [ 131 and Jams [ 14,15]. Alter- 
native approwhcs [X25] must be supplemented by results from the repre- 
sentation theory to provide the normalisation Q.2). 
Constantine ([6], Eq. (1)) derived the important result 
.I ctr( _‘v)/‘yl” I I ,T’If)l * I I C,(AY)(dY) = f’,,,(cI)(Ll),,C’,(.~). ( 4) 7 w. 
Horn ctr( -3) denotes exp( - tr .I’), the doma n of integration is the set of 
positit’c’ d&itc symmetric III Y tit matrices. and the generalized hypergeometric 
cocili~ient is detined by 
((1 )A = a(a + 1) ” * (a + k - 1). 
Constantine [7] also ; tiefined generalized Laguerre pdyiomials 
L’J. iI ,‘\(Ut’ !I (X). K E 111 ?? which form it complete system of orthogonal poly- 
n%mials with respect to the measure 
(f,,,(,r))-‘etr( -x)(XI”~‘l “““+ “(M). X > 0. (2.5) 
These polynomials are accordingly a limiting case of the generalized .kohI 
polynomials, 
Constantine gave the explicit formula L 
(2.7) 
where C;,(X) = C,,(.V)/C’,,(l,,,) and the generalized binomt,? coefficients are 
defined by 
As shown in Ref. [6], erz’s [ 121 hypergcometric functions of matrix argu- 
ment may be expanded in terms of .~nal polynomials. In particular WC shall 
req.iire 
I-ierz showed that 
(2.10) 
where Z is IV y 11, A 1 is 11 x IN, A’$‘! = I,,, and (JK, ) is the invrlriant measure on 
the Stiefel mAfold I’,,, ,. normalized to have unit integral over the manifold. 
The preselrt author [c)] has defined an extension of the zona;! polvnomiais to 
imwritrr~r po~wow’~r/.s with two matrix argu:blcn[s. If YJo $I 1’1 Jenoies the class 
of homogeneous polynomials of degrees k and I in the,:+ments of .Y and Y, 
respectively, then 
and the representation .Ta,,(L) f Glint. Q-Q in 4&I defined by 
[.3-&)&Y. Y) = <(L’XL,L’YL). 5 E Y’A.1. 
may be written as the inner product 
h *I P1, ,,, 
+ ((2ri) x (3.)). 
/ ??- P, ,,, 
These Inner products may be further decomposed according to certain rules 
([25], Eq. (3.3 I )) into direct sums of irreducible representations (4~). where 
ib E P,, ,))I. f = h- + 1. 
Hence we obtain the corresponding decompositiurr of 4Pk.I into irreducible 
invuriant subspaces, 
where (a) E (2~) x (Ii.). If (D has the form ?(/I. where C/I E P,.,,l. then as in the 
case of the zonal polynomials. ‘f ‘2;; contains a one-dimensional subspace 
generated by a polynomial C,;,’ (A’, Y) with the invariance property 
where the summation extends over those rf, E P I ,,, such that (I!+) occurs in the 
decomposition of (2~) x (2.). It should be noted that &/I) may have mul& 
plioity greater than one in this decomposition. In this case the corresponding 
invaritint subspaces, which we may denote ‘i ‘i;!i,, where (I,’ zz (,‘I. are not 
uniquely defined. and consequently the polynomials C,?,’ (A’. Y) are also not 
unique. However, it is shown in Ref. [9] th,it q. (2.1 1 )’ holds under ;l cert;lin 
orthogonitlity condition upon the cocfiicients of the polynomials. This non- 
1iniqueneS~ firs! oct’u rs when I,- = i. = (2. I ). in which case cl, = (3.2, I ) has 
multiplicity three. The invariant polynomials are tabuklted in Ref. [8] for J’ :: 5: 
the causes 1’ = 6 are ac;\ilable from the author. A basi!, for the C’,‘,’ is provided 
bv the set of distinct products 
: 
* 
of lo::;! rl T-rr- 1 L&U k in A and I in I’. The above construc”k~ has been extended to 
invariant polynomials in more than two matrices by Chikuse [3,5]. 
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Remark 2. The particular cases 
i y;;” (AI I,‘, - X) - C,A’ (l,,$q ;) (-1)” c,*,. ,,,(S). i 
II 0 
,I . 
C’ ]:‘y’ (X. I,,, - X) = C;,k, (l,,q ;> (-1)” ;;,‘.“,(X) 
14 0 
may be derived by cxpand;ng C; (&Y + I,,, - X) using both Eqs. (2.8) and (2.16) 
( K.= (A-). (1’)). Hence, from the identity in Eq. (3.7) we obtain the result or 
James and Constantine [ 171 
Their result 
may be derived simi 
Remark 3. “PO verify the imiting case (2.6). WC have ty Eq. (2.15) 
(6) (51) I43 (41) (2’) (221) (31') (2:) (2'1'1 (21-7 I I") 
(3) I -- ;; $ I -- - 
(21) -: I lllll -,!, - 
$1 
-I- ;,) I 41 Ill I s - ‘II, 
(1’) 1 
‘: 
I -- I -. 
h I(S) -1) h 
-- 
Unlike h,,. the term 
(3.1 I) 
Remark 6. Herz ([ 121, Section 6) showed that for any positive integer v the 
hypergeometric function ;?I$ (-v, c - : (m + 1) + v: a: X), which is a symmetric 
polynomial whose term of highest degree is a multiple of C, \.,,, ) (X) x IX ] \‘, is 
orthogonal with respect to (1.1) to all polynomials in X of degree less than IIN. 
Considering the constant term, it follows that 
Pcay,W) = {(4,pl,/(& + l))(p)}$i(-k,*c - gnz i- 1) + !$:rr:X). I I (3.16) 
It is readily verified that the coefficient of C(k;“) (X) is given by Eq. (3.9). At 
present we lack the machinery for deriving Eq. (3.16) directly from Eq. (3.1). 
Using Laplace transform methods, Herz obtained some interesting results for 
pCk;“, which appear difficult to generalize to arbitrary P,,, except in the case of 
the integral representation of the zonal spherical functions (see Part 2, 
Theorem 1). 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
I he proof is a generalization of Constantine’s proof of orthogonality of the 
generalized Laguerre polynomials (2.7) with respect to the measure (2.5) ([?I, 
Theorem 2). It rests upon an expansion of the product C;:‘” (X. Y)C;. (X), which 
is an element of ( ‘f ‘,, [X] :;t y ‘n [Y] ) 5 ‘f ‘j [Xl. S ince this expression is invariant 
under simultaneous transformation of X and Y by N E O(rt~j, it must have the 
form 
On the other hand, the expression is also an elenten t of :! ‘c’” [X. Y] :n: ‘f ‘j [Xl, 
and so the values of (1, which occur in (4.1) must also satisfy cf, E I< ?? i (which 
intplies that 4 E T 9 a). Hence we may write 
(4 ) 3 .L 
We now consider the integral 
I 
. 
FqX)C, (X)&lx). (4 3) . 
Lx L I,,, 
wltere k’ E PA.,~, and i, E PI.,,,. and we assume without loss of generality that 
I < k. Using Eq. (4.2) and the result ([S], Eq. (3.4)) 
87 
the integral (4.3) may be expanded in the form 
where h, = (a)& - a),/k!. 
Fortunately, it is possible to construct a more tractable integral whose value 
is obtained by replacing C4 (I,,,)/ ( cJch in (4.4) by C,(A). where A is an arbitrary 
positive definite symmetric III x IH matrix. Khatri [ 181 defined a Laguerre 
polynomial which generalizes that of Constantine, and it was shown in Ref. 
([8], Eq. (4.7)) that this polynomial has the expansion 
where 2 2 oenotes the positive definrte symmetric square root of A. We now 
consider the integral 
(4.5) 
Again applying Eq. (4.2). together with the following generalization ([8], Eq. 
the integral (4.5) is given by the expression 
h’,‘“’ 
which may be compared with Eq. (4.4). However, the Khatri polynomials have 
the generating function ([ 181, Eq. (2.26)) 
where 0 = A"'H'ZHA' '. Using the integral (2.4) we obtain 
(r,,,(n))-’ / etr(-X)IXI”-‘ii2)011TI) G(Z:X.A)C;.(A’ 2.U’2)(dX) 
= (a);. .I’ C;(A -AH’ZHA)(dH). 
O( 10 I 
(4.7) 
which is a linear combination of zonal polynomials C,,(Z) for (5 E P,,.,,, where 
tl< 1. The only term of degree tl= i in Eq. (4.7) is 
(- 1)’ (a);, wqc(~~2,/c, (L)’ 
It follows that the integral (4.5) vanishes for I < k unless i. = K. in which case it 
has the value 
(- 1:” k!(nj,i C, (A’). 
We now expand C&4’) by Eq. (3.3). The linear 
polynomials implies that the coeflkient of a given 
I< i. and 
(-- l)‘k!(cr),, ;I,\.,,!, if li = i.. 
independence of the zonal 
C,#) in Eq. (4.6) is zero if 
Appendix A 
These coefficients were defined in Eq. (3.3). Here we derive an explicit for- 
mula for those cases in which /i and C/I have not more than two nonzero parts. 
Although the formula is derived for m = 2. it holds for all tu in virtue of basic 
properties of the zonal polynomials: if A is 21 2 x 2 positive definite symmetric 
matrix, then C,&) zz 0 if K has more than two nonzero parts: also, the CJ.4) 
are linearly independent for /\’ E PA.,  
For I\’ = (kl JY). k, 2 h-2 > 0. k = kl + kz. we have from Ref. ([ 151. Eq. (7.9)) 
where 
&(?I) is the Legendre polynomial, and II,,. is given by (3.13). (We may note that 
in virtue of ( 2.2), 2-“p,- may be obtained as the coefficient of P,,_k,( cos 0) in the 
expansion of co&I in terms of Legendre polynomials ([29], 1X i4.9.2).) But 
and hence if we expand 
we obtain 
(A.2) 
If =-0 
(A.3) 
forpartitions(b=(k+zr.k-0).rr=O.l....,(kl -k7). 
The expansion (A.2), which is equivalent to the expansion of e,( cos 20) in 
terms of Legendre polynomi& iit c’os 9, is undoueiedly known. bui rhe author 
has been unable to locate it in the literature. A simple approach to evaluating 
the u+,, is to substitute the right-hand side of (A.2) in the differential equation 
for F = p1,(2s~ - l), 
.I-( 1 -- 2) 
d?’ , dp 
--p+ (I -3-Y-);I;+4-Y&-+ l)P= 0. (A.4) 
Using the differential equation for P’,,(s), and well-known differential-re- 
currcnce relations for the Legendre polynomials. we obtain 
W/J, 1 (4tr -t=- 1) (u + 1)(2y -- 211 - 1)(2y + 211 + 3) PZ--_ 
(‘Jr/Jr + I 2 (411 ‘i- 5) (211 -t l)(q - zr)(q -t II + 1) ---’ 
where II = 0. 1,. . . . C- - 1 _ Comparing the coefficients of .I-“~ in (A.2). 
and so 
(- 1)“_“(4u + l)(q + u)!(j) _ 
(‘)c,.u =
_ ‘1 II 
2(u!)(q - ll)!(Zl + t,,, . , ??
II - 0. 1. . . . .q. 
A 2 TlrC? tc’i.)~lv !I/,i . . L 
These terms, defined by Eq. (3.11), will be evaluated for IN = 2 using the 
results of the preceding section. 
(A.3 
From (A.3) 
Writing _v = c + k - 1, 
(A-6) 
We now show that the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.6) is equal to 
(_v- l)(y- 2) ’ * . (1 - q) 
(_v+ l)(_V+2)*++(r) (A.7) 
so that !qK is given by Eq. (3.12). In order to establish Eq. (A.7) by the method 
of partial fractions, we must show that 
and also, comparing the coefficients of (~7 + s)-‘, that 
(A.9) 
quations (A.@ and (A.9) follow from q, (AZ) by taking s = 1, and by 
comparing coefhcients ofx’,‘ on each side, respectively. derive the coefhcient 
o 1‘ .S in e, ( 22 - 1 ) , WC may substitute P,,(lr’ - 1) = 0 t,J= P ” in Eq. (A.4) 
and obtain 
We define the coefficients nz’ J’J by 
(A.10) 
where c’ indicates that (I increases in steps of 2. Let I\: E Pk.?. E. E P,.? and 
. f‘ = k -I- G. Then from Eqs. (3.6) and (A. 1) 
tft :. j cw;. k -k:.!, -./’ = p 71(/’ 
IQ 
(A.1 1) 
for partitions 4 = (~(J+#cJ’-- 4)) where ~1 = j(kl -kz) - ((1 - &)I...., 
(k, - kz) + (4$ - 6). increasing in steps of 2. _ 
The coefficients J$I*~‘~ may be expressed in terms of the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients C(ql. q2. q: ~1, ZQ, u). The latter arist: 8%~ $LJ constructiojlil of a basis 
which displays the reducibility of the Kronecker product of the h=reducible 
representations ((41)) and ((42)) of SO(3). For a certain classical representation 
matrix (t$.(W) of ((q))J E sO(3) ( see Ref. [29], III Section 8; also Part 2, 
Section 7.1 of the present paper), the element &(H) ha5 the form &( cos 0); we 
also have the result 
([29], III (8.6.1)). Ta ing 1~ = uz = rI = I.~ = 9 we obtain 7cql.42 = 
{C(ql.q2,q:O.O.O)}‘. Since q1 +qz +q = 2t in Fq. (A-10) where t is inon- 
negative integer, it follows from ([29]. III (8.58)) that 
q1.q: (2q + 1) t 2t 
T, = (2t+ 1) . t-q1,t-qz.t-q 2t - 2q,,2t - 2qz.2t - 2q 
(A.12) 
From Eq. (A. 11) we may derive an explicit formula for Hayakawa’s [lo] co- 
efficients bf,; for the same range of partitions I<, /, and ci,. These coefficients are 
defined, in general, by 
c,,,(,U + Y) = c &~;C,,(X)C, ( Y 1. 
/i.i 
/ <,‘I) h i 1 
It was shown in ([S]. Eq. (2.17)) that 
/,:‘r;. zzz * 
f 
. 
\. 
0 
k K~.;.=l:ll=h=i ’ 
where 
is the coefficient of (tr X)’ in C, (X). ace for the above range of partitions 
(1LJu;. 71k,-k+t 
(1) 
4 - -* 
(A.13) 
9 
The expression (3.8) for b,. where I\: = (k,, h), kl 2 k2 > 0, will be derived by 
substituting a convenient value of CI in Eq. (3.4). Noting that 
(4, = (n),, (a - g,, we consider the factor (a + kz - 2) which by Eq. (A. 11) :! , 
occurs only in iertis 
( ) a (k2+ll.k2) ?? c - ( 4 (a: +r.fr,) 
such that II >, 0, t’ >I 0 and 
Hence B 2 = 0 and u -t- c = kl - kl. The contribution of such terms to b, is 
where 
If we now set n = -k, + : in Eq. (3.4), only the terms (A. 14) survive, and we 
obtain 
Eq. (3.8) follows from the identity in 
Similarly, to derive Eq. (3.9) for hr~f~li, when 112 is any positive int:?ger, we 
consider the factor (a =t- kl - $ (HI -+ l)i. If (k;“) E p ?? 6, then II< (ky’) in the 
sense that if p = (p,. p2. . . . , p6, ) then f+ < kl , i = 1.2, . . . ,171. Hence (a),, con- 
tains the above factor fewer times than (L-+,,,~ does unless p = (k;“). Setting 
Cl =- -k, + li (777 + 1) in Eq. (3.4) we obtain Eq: (3.9). 
From Section A.3 and Remark 3 in Section 3 we obtain the following for- 
mula, for any ordered partitions (/I = (J ..ji) of_/’ and K = (k,, k2) of k such that 
KQ. 
where i.(s) = (f’ - k - S, S) and 
(A.15) 
AM = max(O..f:! - ki). _Iv = mind/; - k,,fj - k:). 
If .f; = k, or .fz = k2. the sum in Eq. (A.1 5) reduces to a single term s = 0 
(j_(O) = [I’ - k. 0)). and we derive MuirheadIs [22] Theorem 2.2(a). 
Another formula for ( f ) may be obtained fra-n the integral representation 
of the Legendre polynomial for _Y 2 1, 
1 ??
=- w> zn I (_I- + &=i- cos 0)“dO. 
’ 0 
It follows from Eq. (A. 1) that if A is a 2 x 2 positive definite symmetric 
matrix then, in the notation of Section A. 1, 
Ct;>(12 + A) = (1 + ?A’ ‘.Y + A)” c A” ““e,(s). 
The cot%icient of C,:(A) = A” ‘Ix PA, -L,(s) may be isolated in the form _ 
where (A.16) 
&f(r) = max[r. (k, - k,) - (*f; - .fi) + 2tj. 
N(r) = min [/i - h-1 + I’. k, - k: + 2rj 
and rl. is the coefficient of P,, I &-j in the expansion of s’Px, L, . 2,. ,(A-) in terms 
of Legendre polynomi;k These coetlicients mrly be obtained recursively from 
SP,, = { (li t l)f,,. 1 I- l//y, 1)/(2/r -t- 1). 
The reader is refers zd 11.1 Rel’. [22] for more general procedures for calcu- 
lating generalized binomial coefticicnts. 
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